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Alumina Railing Products, Inc. is a premier developer,
fabricator and installer of quality rail products for commercial,
industrial and residential use. Our customizable railing
products include architectural ornamental railings as well as a
complete line of mechanical aluminum systems. In addition,
we offer custom gates, fences, unique decorative structures
and custom powder coating.
Limitless possibilities from architectural ornamental rails
If you can imagine it we can create it—from traditional styles to
whimsical pieces featuring brightly finished and free flowing
patterns. With our architectural ornamental railings you can
choose from a wide range of style options, create custom
features, and select from a variety of colors and finishes to
bring your concept to life. We have experienced engineers
on staff to assist in the design process or we can custom
build to your specifications.
Mechanical systems for affordable style and functionality
Our M-series line of mechanical rails offers classic designs,
functionality and affordability. Created by Alumina, they are
manufactured from extruded aluminum components that
provide durable, long-term structural integrity and minimized
maintenance. The seamless construction and sleek designs
enhance the aesthetics of any project.
Technology, skill and experience
You can be confident when you choose Alumina Railing
Products. We possess the necessary technology and skilled
personnel to carry out the most complex projects. Our
broad range of products have given us valuable experience
working with general contractors, architects and engineers,
and residential homebuilders and homeowners.
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■

Architectural ornamental railings and
decorative structures

■

Wide range of style options

■

Cost-effective mechanical railing systems

■

Customizable features on all railing products

■

Affordable custom, maintenance-free finishes

■

Custom built to your specifications or our
experienced engineer designs

Architectural Specifications
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Alumina Railing Products, Inc. is conveniently located in
Cleves, OH, just minutes from downtown Cincinnati. As an
industry leader we provide all of the professional services
necessary for the development, production and installation
of your project. We can work with your professional plans
and we offer engineering design services if needed.
Our products are custom fabricated in the controlled
environment of our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility
then delivered and installed on schedule at your project site
anywhere in the United States. All products are all designed
and engineered to meet building codes and comply with
national safety regulations.
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